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S amir KALLEL and David HACCOUN
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we consider hybrid FEC/ARQ Systems using sequential
decoding with partiat retransmissions and partial code combining under the
time-out condition. That is, whenever the decoding time of a given packet

exceeds some predetermined durât ion, decoding is stopped and retransmission of

the packet is requested. However the unsuccessful packets are not discarded,

but instead of repeating them entirely, their symbols are repeated a few sym-
bois at a time, sequentially, as needed. We show that partial code combining
yields an increase of the apparent Pareto exponent of the distribution of the
computational effort of sequential decoding, thus allowing the decoding to be
effiaient even when the coding rate R exceeds the computational cut-off rate

R . Furthermore, an analysis of the Idéal-Selective-Repeat ARQ scheme shows
làt^with partial retransmissions a substantial throughput improvement over

traditional retransmission stratégies is achieved. For high coding rate codes,

an improved partial retransmissions strategy is also presented. The improved
partial retransmissions strategy uses high rate punctured convolutional codes

and exploits partial code combining. The advantages of such stratégies are
that the throughput with high coding rate codes R > 1/2, is always better than
with rate 1/2 code. This approach makes the use of high coding rate codes very
attractive, allowing the System to be adaptive to channel conditions, even
under very wide and sévère variations.

* This research was supported in part by the Natural Sciences and Engineering

Research Council of Canada and by the Fonds FCAR of Québec.
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SEQUENTIAL DECODING WITH P2?TIAL RETRANSMISSIONS

Samir KALLEL and David HACCOUN

INTRODUCTION

In order to maintain reliabte and efficient communication over noisy

channels, hybrid-forward error-correction and automatic-repeat-request

(FEC/ARQ) are the techniques commonly used. In the présence of very fluctuat-

ing and sévère channel noise, code combining can be incorporated to FEC/ARQ

stratégies, allowing the System to be robust even under sévère channel degrada-

t ions [1]-[4]. With code combining packets that must be retransmitted are not

discarded, but are combined with their repeated copies [1]-[4].

In a retransmission strategy with code combining, whenever a packet

needs to be retransmitted, it is repeated entirely even though a répétition of

the entire packet may not be necessary. A more astute manner consists of

repeating symbols of that packet, a few at a time, sequentially, as needed,

hence making a more effective use of the channel. In this paper the idea of

code combining is extended, and partial retransmissions stratégies with partial

code combining are proposed and analyzed in conjunction with convolutional

encoding and sequential decoding.

Sequential decoding is well known for its very good error correcting

capabilit les. A significant amont of work has been done on hybrid FEC/ARQ
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schemes using convolutional coding and sequential decoding [5]-[8]. Sequential

decoding with retransmissions and code combining has been récently anatyzed

[3]-[4]. Results reported in [3]-[4] have shown that code combining yields an

increase of the apparent Pareto exponent, thus allowing sequential decoding to

operate efficiently even when the coding rate R exceeds the computational cut-

off-rate Ft^nmn- ln this paper we show that with partial code combining thèse

advantages of code combining stil l remain. However with partial retransmis-

sions and partial code combining an improvement of the throughput is provided

over traditional retransmission stratégies with code combining.

For high coding rate codes an improved partial retransmissions strate-

gies using punctured convolutional codes and exploiting partial code combining

are presented. The advantages of thèse stratégies are that the throughput with

high coding rate codes, R > 1/2, is always better than with rate 1/2 code.

We assume the reader familiar with the basic notions of convolutional

coding and sequential decoding. After a brief description of sequential decod-

ing, the partial retransmissions strategy is presented. Opérations of sequen-

tial decoding with partial code combining are discussed and the performances

analyzed. Sequential decoding with partial retransmissions and partial code

combining is then examined under the time-out condition. Throughput results

for the Idéal-Selective-Repeat ARQ scheme are given showing the improvements

over sequential decoding with retransmissions and code combining. An improved

partial retransmissions strategy suited for high coding rates is finally pre-

sented. Throughput resutts of the improved partial retransmissions strategy

are provided.
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SEOUENTIAL DECODING

Sequential decoding is a suboptimal decoding procédure for three codes

where only a fraction of the convotutionnaly encoded tree is explorée) in the

attempt to détermine the most likely transmitted path [9]. There are two main

sequential decoding algorithms: the Fano atgorithm [10] and the Zigangirov-

Jelinek (Z-J) or stack algorithm [11]. Assuming a discrète memoryless channel

(DMC), the decoder explores the tree one branch at a time and uses the log-

likelihood function or Fano symbol metric [10] given by

-y j = log
p(y,h)
p(yp

- R (1)

where x; is the j1" channel input symbol, y; is the corresponding received

symbol and R is the rate of the code. the total metric for a path of length D

symbols is then

ru s ,?, ^ j <2'

and a sequential decoder wil l always attempt to search and extend the path

having the largest accumulated metric. at .the end of the tree the path with

the highest metric is accepted as the decoded path. One of the drawbacks of

sequential decoding is that it involves a variable number of computations to

decode a given packet of data. The distribution of the number of computations

to decode one bit is bounded by a Pareto function [12]

P (C > N) < pti'a , N » 1 (3)
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where p is a fini te constant independent of N and where a, the Pareto exponent,

is given by the parametric équation

Eo(a)
R = -°— (4)

a

In (4) E^(a) is the Gallager function which dépends only on the channel. For a

DMC, Ep(a) is given by [13].

E^a) = - log S
j

1+Q
1

1+<Sp(k) [p(]-|k)]ITa (5)

where j and k are the channel output and input letters respectively, and where

p(k) is the probability assignment of input letter k. When the Pareto exponent

a < 1, the average number of computations to decode one bit is theoretically

unbounded. At a= 1, E^(a) is called the computational cut-off rate (?„„„„) of

sequential decoding. Hence opération at R = R^.^^^ represents the practical

limit of sequential decoders. Clearly as a gets larger the number of computa-

t ions to decode one bit decreases, decreasing with it the decoding time of a

packet of data.

Occasionally, decoding of a packet may exceed some practical limita-

t ions of the decoder and a decoding f a ilure may occur. One can use a feedback

channel to etiminate the decoding faiJures and take fut l-advantage of the good

error correcting capabilities of sequential decoding. Moreover since those

packets which are too difficult to decode are often decoded in error, their

retransmissions wil l then lead to an improvement of the error probability.
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Therefore, sequential decoding in conjunction with a retransmission procédure

may be considered as an hybrid FEC/ARQ technique.

Several retransmission procçdures are possible. The decoder may limit

the time devoted to the decoding of a given packet to some value !„,„„; whenever

this time is reached, decoding is stopped, the current packet is discarded and

this retransmission is requested [5]-[7]. In another approach the decoder

monitors the variations of the metric of the most likely path; if this metric

falls below some specified value, decoding is stopped and retransmission of the

current packet is requested [7]-[8]. The remaining available memory of the

decoder may also be used as a criteria to request retransmissions [8].

In this paper we consider only the first retransmission procédure, i.e.

the time-out condition. Assuming the decoding time proportional to the number

of computations, then if the total number of computations C, performed for the

decoding of a given packet exceeds some value C^,,^, decoding is stopped and

retransmission of that packet is requested. This decoding failure event occurs

with probability P(F) given by

P(F) = P<CL > cmax) <6)

For an L-bit information packet, the probability of a decoding failure P(F) can

be approximated from (3) [7],[8] as

P(F) s L ^Cla. (7)
'max
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PARTIAL RETRANSMISSIONS 8TRATEGY

In a partial retransmissions strategy, whenever a packet needs to be

retransmitted, instead of repeating it entirely, symbols of that packet are

repeated, a few symbols at time, sequentially, as needed. Each new transmitted

packet is thus divided into subblocks. If a packet is not accepted by the

receiver, a first subblock is retransmitted. The decoder combines the initial

received packet with the retransmitted subblock and starts its decoding again.

Should a second retransmission be requested, then as the second retransmitted

subblock becomes available, the decoder combines it with the two earlier

received séquences, and again reprocesses the combined séquence. This proce-

dure is continued until decoding of the packet finally succeeds. We refer to

the opération of combining a given packet with its retransmitted subblocks as

partial code combining.

Given a convolutional encoder of rate b/V bits/symbol, in the proposed

partial retransmissions strategy, a subblock is formed by the symbols at the

output of h of the V modulo-2 adders of the encoder, 1 < h < V. For a L-bit

information packet, each retransmission request involves therefore the repeti-

tion of only L h/V bits, rather than L bits as in conventional retransmissions

stratégies.
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PARTIAL CODE COMBINING WITH SEOUENTIAL DECODING

Let l = (l^,Ig,...1^) be an L-bit information packet encoded with a

convolutional code of rate b/V bits/symbol intp the séquence

X = (x^,Xg,...,x^). Let the séquence formed by the symbols at the output of

the jth modulo-2 adder of the encoder be denoted by X;, j = 1,2,...,V

xj = (xij'x2j'---'xkj---'XUj)' j = 1-2'----v (8)

In the partial retransmissions strategy, the séquences X; constitute

parts of the différent subblocks used for successive retransmissions. The

decoder may thus have to combine together n^ copies of X^, n^ copies of

Xg,...,rij copies of Xp..., and n^, copies of Xy.

In order to illustrate the idea of partial code combining, let each

séquence X; be repeated n; times and let each one of the n; copies be

transmitted over a DMC. We define by a vector n

û = (n-j.ng,... ,n,,... ,n^) (9)

the répétition pattern of the séquences X;, j = 1,2,...,V, where each élément

n, of n is the number of répétitions of séquence X;. Let Xu ),

i = 1,2,...,n j, be the n; received séquences corresponding to the n;

transmissions of séquence X;.

Y(i) = (v(!).v(i.).....v.(!).....v.(.!)l . i = 1.2.....n.^ j >ygj '••••y^j > • • • ' y(j j / ' ' ~ '•^••••'"j

J = 1,2....,V

In a first step, the decoder interleaves each received n; séquences

1.}'', i = 1,2,...,n ; and forms the séquence Y; given by
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(1) (2) (n;) (1) (2) (n.) (1) (n,)
ï, = (y^ >yi, ,...,y^'....,y^, y^ .....ykj' ••••-yuj -••••yuj1 ) (11)

J = 1,2,...,V

where each group of rij symbols (y^ >y^j >•••-y^j^ ) corresponds to the

n; transmissions of the same symbol x,, ;. The V séquences Y;, j = ,1,2,...,V
] ' K] • —j

are next interleaved, forming the séquence

l = (y.i.y2,...,yj<,...,yy) ( 12)

where now y^ is a word of (n^+n^+..,+nj+...+n^) received symbols corresponding

to the transmission of symbol x^ n^ times, symbol x^ n^ times, ..., symbol

x^j n j times, ..., and symbol x^ n^ times.

(1) (2) (n.,) (1) (2) (n )
yk = (yk1'yk1 '•••'^1 •••••ykj >ykj "••>ykj "••

(1) (2) (n^)
••"ykV >ykV '••••ykV' ) • k = 1>2-----u (13)

Let a sequential decoder be used for decoding. Considering the

séquence ^ as issued from a répétition code of rate R/(n^+n^+...+n....+n^)/V,

the decoder starts the decoding process.

More specifically, in the proposed partial retransmissions scheme, in

the begining, each séquence X;, j = 1,2,...,V is transmitted once. The

répétition pattern is thus n = (1,1,...,1) and the starting coding rate is

R = b/V bits/symbol. A first retransmission involves the répétition of h from

séquences X.., j = 1,2,...,V. h éléments of n become equal to 2; (n^+ng+...+nj+

...+n^) = V+h, hence decreasing the coding rate to b/(V+h). In général, i
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retransmissions yield a decrease of the coding rate to b/(V+ih), i = 1,2,... We

have therefore a family of répétition codes with decreasing rates b/(V+ih),

i = 0.1,2,...

Since each group of rij received symbols (y^ .y^j >••••y^ ) in

(11) corresponds to the n; transmissions of the same symbol x^;, those received
J

symbols are thus statistically dépendent. A sequential decoder must consider

each .such group of symbols as an entity rather than as a séries of single let-

ters. Each n. DMCç used for the n; transmissions of symbol x^. may be
J "' K J

considérée! as an apparent discrète channel producing n; output letters for each

n,-repetit ion symbol. Following (1), the n.-repetit ion symbol or Fano metric

is then given [3], [4] by

(n.)
'?kj' = log

n.

j

,:/<
(1) (2)

rkj >ykj

(X,.,)'kj

(n;)
'Yl/ ! '• • • tVl/ikj

R (14)

We should notice here that the n;-repetit ion symbol metric (14) is a

function of n;, or equivalently of the jth modulo-2 adder of the encoder. The

branch metric 7^"- is therefore given by

(n.) V (n;)
'ïk =.E ^ki

J=1
(15)

As for the computational effort, by considering the branch metric, it

can be shown [14] that for a répétition pattern n, the distribution of the

number of computation Cvu'/ of sequential decoding with partial code combining

is given by
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(a) -"h

P(C > N) < ^ N , N » 1 (16)

where A, is a constant independent of N, and where o^ is the apparent Pareto

exponent given by the parametric équation [14]

V (n,)
RV = E E^ r (o^) / Q^ (17)

j=1 - - -

where R = b/V is the rate of the original code and where E^l(a) is the

Gallager function of the apparent channel [4],[14].

Even through a Pareto distribution stitl prevails, the advantage of

using partial code combining on the variability of the computational effort of

sequential decoding appears as an increase of the apparent Pareto exponent

[14].

Figure 1 shows the apparent Pareto exponent o,, as a function of ES/NQ,

the energy per channel input symbol to noise ratio, for a coding rate R = 1/2

and for différent répétition patterns n = (n^,nr>). Figure 1 shows that as ni

or rig increases the apparent Pareto exponent increases considerably. Hence

even if only one of the two output symbols of the encoder is repeated, with

partial code combining the apparent Pareto exponent is increased. For certain

values of Ep/N partial code combining suffices to increase the apparent Pareto

exponent such that decoding becomes feasible. For example when E^/N^ = 0.0 dB

and n = (1,1), a/i i\ is equat to 0.35; sequential decoding is clearly not

practical with this value of a. However when n = (2,1), the apparent Pareto
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exponent 0^2.1) becomes equal to 1.0, making sequential decoding practicle.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of the number of computations per decoded bit

obtained from computer simulations using the stack algorithm for E^/N^ = 0.0

dB, and for two répétition patterns n = (1,2) and (2,2). The Pareto approxima-

tion is also indicated on the figure.

SEOUENTIAL DECODING WITH PARTIAL RETR3WSMI8SIONS AND PARTIAL

CODE COMBINING

We consider non sequential decoding with partial retransmissions under

the time-out condition. Assuming the decoding effort proportional to the num-

ber of computations, then whenever the total number of computations exceeds

some value C^.,^, decoding is stopped and a retransmission is requested. The

partial retransmissions strategy is the same as the one given previously and

the decoding is performed in the same manner as explained in the previous sec-

t ion.

Let Fv"-/ and Svu'/ denote the events "decoding faiture" and decoding

success" respectively, for a pattern of répétition n. We can write

(n) (n) (a)
P(F - ) = 1 . P(S ~ ) = P(C^~ > C^) (18)

where C^"~' is the total number of computations for the decoding of the

combined séquence with the pattern of répétition n. From (7) and (16),

P(FV"-/, can be approximated by
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(a) -",

P(F ) s ^ L C__.; (19)'n ~ ~max

Denoting the pattern répétition at the first decoding attempt by the

vector l = (1,1,...,1), the pattern répétition at the second attempt by the

vector 2, and in général, the pattern répétition at the n1" decoding attempt by

the vector n, the average number of transmissions of a given packet T is given

[14] by

(D (D (2) (D (D (n)
T = 1 + P(F ) + P(F ~ ,F ) + ... + P(F -,F -, ...,F -) + ... (20)

11 is easy to show [14] that T can be upper and lower bounded by

"n ,. > °°

(J.) - (H)
1 + S v P (F ) < T, < 1 + S P(F ) (21)

n=1 i=1 ' n=1

We should notice here that T y is actually the average number of trans-

missions of a given packet, transmitted once entirely and (T -1) times par-

tially.

Evaluation of (21) has shown that the lower and upper bounds are nearly

identicat [14]. Conséquent l y T can be well approximated by the upper bound.

For an Idéal-Selective-Repeat ARQ scheme, the throughput can be defined

[14] as

^=—^_„ bits/symbol (22)
1^Ï-(Tr-1)
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The évaluation of n can be conducted using the expression of P(FVU-/) given by

(19). Now, since in (19) the constant ^ < 1, it can be approximated by 1 and

hence a lower bound on the throughput can be obtained.

Figure 3 shows the variation in rj as a function of Eg/N^, for a packet

size L = 500 information bits (a typical choice for sequential decoding), a

C /L value equal to 2, which is a reasonabte choice [3],[4] a coding rate

R = 1/2, a BSC, and for two values of h, h = 1 and. 2. The value h = 2 corre-

sponds to a full retransmission strategy with code combining. The throughput

of a conventional retransmission strategy (without code combining) is also

indicated on figure 3. The advantage of the partial retransmissions strategy

appears as an increase of the throughput especially for moderate values of

ES/NO-

Figure 4 shows the variation of ri as a function of E^/N^, for différent

coding rates with the value h = 1.

IMPROVEMENT 0F PARTIAL RETRANSMISSION STRATEGY

The partiat retransmissions strategy with partial code combining turned

out to be very effective for low coding rates R < 1/2, for high coding rates

R > 1/2 the partial retransmissions strategywith partial code combining is

more effective than any other retransmission strategy but can be further

improved [14].
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For a particular class of convolutional codes, namely punctured convo-

lutional codes [15], a very effective partial retransmissions strategy suited

for high coding rates is possible [14]. Starting with a high rate (V-1)/V

punctured convolutional code issued from a rate 1/2 code, in the improved par-

tial retransmissions strategy, for the (V-2) first retransmission requests of a

given packet, bits that have been deleted during the puncturing process are

completed with an increment of h bits at a time [14]. If decoding still fails

after the (V-1) attempts, répétition with partial code combining follows [14].

Figure 6 shows the throughput variation of sequential decoding with the

improved partial retransmissions strategy for punctured codes of rates R = 7/8,

3/4 and 1/2. We can observe that the throughput with high coding rate codes,

R > 1/2, is always higher than with the rate 1/2 code. This makes the use of

high coding rate codes very attractive, allowing the System to be adaptive to

channel conditions, even under very wide and sévère variations.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have proposed and anatyzed partial retransmissions

stratégies using convolutional coding with sequential decoding. Thèse partial

retransmissions stratégies are more effective than any other retransmission

strategy. They make the use of high coding rate codes attractive allowing the

communication System to be adaptive to channel conditions even under wide and

sévère var iat ions.
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